We present a theoretical investigation of the hydrogenation of pyrene and of the subsequent molecular hydrogen evolution. Using density functional theory (DFT) at the GGA-PBE level, the chemical binding of atomic hydrogen to pyrene is found to be exothermic by up to 1.6 eV with a strong site dependence. The edge C atoms are found most reactive. The barrier for the formation of the hydrogen-pyrene bond is small, down to 0.06 eV. A second hydrogen binds barrierless at many sites. The most stable structure of dihydrogenpyrene is more stable by 0.64 eV than pyrene plus a molecular hydrogen molecule and a large barrier of 3.7 eV for the molecular hydrogen evolution is found. Using a simple tight-binding model we demonstrate that the projected density of π -states can be used to predict the most stable binding sites for hydrogen atoms and the model is used to investigate the most favorable binding sites on more hydrogenated pyrene molecules and on coronene. Some of the DFT calculations were complemented with hybrid-DFT (PBE0) showing a general agreement between the DFT and hybrid-DFT results.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the interstellar medium, molecular hydrogen is generally believed to form on the surface of dust grains. 1, 2 Laboratory experiments have, however, shown that reactions between physisorbed H atoms on dust grain surfaces are only efficient at temperatures below 20 K. 3 In regions with higher temperatures, such as, e.g., photo dissociation regions, other possible routes to molecular hydrogen formation must be invoked. Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) have been proposed as a possible catalyst for H 2 formation in these regions. 4, 5 The consideration of PAHs in this context follows naturally from their high abundance in the interstellar medium. In fact, it is estimated that up to 15% of interstellar carbon is bound in PAHs making them the single most abundant group of organic species in the interstellar medium. 6 The study of the chemistry of PAHs is consequently highly representative for organic chemistry going on in the interstellar medium thereby rendering it the model system of choice.
A number of theoretical studies of hydrogenation of PAHs have been performed 4, 5, 7, 8 showing propensity for strong H-PAH bond formation especially at the edge of the PAHs. This renders the study of hydrogen interaction with PAHs complementary to the immensely studied topic of hydrogen adsorption at graphene and graphite surfaces [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] and means that PAHs can be considered to represent finite model systems for hydrogen on defected graphite and graphene-an idea already explored by several researchers. [27] [28] [29] In the present work, we aim at establishing the reactivity of a small PAH, pyrene, investigating systematically at a) Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
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the density functional theory (DFT) level the binding of one and two hydrogen atoms to the pyrene and mapping the barriers for the evolution of molecular hydrogen. Our systematics dictates that all conceivable singly hydrogenated pyrene, Hpyrene, molecules and doubly hydrogenated pyrene, dihydrogenpyrene, molecules be described in full at the DFT level. This in turn provides a database for testing if simpler theoretical models may predict the preferred H binding sites on pyrene. We find that evaluating in a tight-binding model the energy center, ε π , of the occupied density of π -states projected at each carbon site prior to H binding provides a powerful parameter for predicting the hydrogen binding site preference. The ε π parameter is further tested on selected binding situations for hydrogen interacting with hydrogenated pyrene and coronene. At present, most previous DFT calculations on hydrogenated PAHs and hydrogen adsorption on graphite/graphene have been performed in the generalized gradient approximation (GGA). Since binding with a hydrogen atom modifies delocalized carbon π -states into localized C-H bonds a relevant improvement to the present type of calculations would be the use of hybrid-DFT where a certain amount of Hartree-Fock (HF) exchange is taken into account. 30, 31 Hybrid functionals are believed to describe localized bonding better than GGA functionals and to significantly improve the calculation of atomization energies compared to the GGA-DFT. 31 Inclusion of 43% exact exchange has further been shown to improve the kinetics of hydrogen transfer reactions. 32 In our work, however, comparing reaction energies and energy barriers at the DFT and hybrid-DFT level only shows small differences.
The paper is outlined as follows: details concerning the calculations are described in Sec. II; in Sec. III the DFT results for binding one or two hydrogen atoms to pyrene are presented. In Sec. IV, the π -band center model is introduced thereby rationalizing the DFT results and predicting further ones. Section V deals with comparing DFT and hybrid-DFT. Finally, Sec. VI provides a conclusion.
II. METHOD
The calculations were performed with the GPAW code 33, 34 -a real space grid implementation of the projector augmented wave method. 35 Three different approximations for the exchange-correlation interaction have been applied: the generalized gradient approximation by Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE), 36 the corresponding hybrid (PBE0), 31, 37 and finally pure Hartree-Fock (EXX) with exact exchange and no correlation. All used structures are optimized with the PBE exchange correlation functional using a quasi-Newton optimization routine. A grid spacing of 0.16 Å was used and a nonperiodic cubic computational cell of dimensions 15×15×15 Å 3 . The calculations were converged with respect to cell size and grid spacing. All calculations were performed spin-polarized. Barriers and potential energy profiles were determined using the nudged elastic band method. 38, 39 Care was taken when assigning the initial magnetic moments along the Eley-Rideal (ER) pathways. Specifically, the adiabatic paths were found using initial magnetic moments from the initial situation before the H abstraction characterized by very small magnetic moments for the pyrene skeleton and using guesses of 1 µ B and −1 µ B for the excess hydrogen atoms. The reaction coordinate in figures showing potential energy profiles is defined following Mortensen et al. 40 as
where is a vector containing the coordinates of all the atoms. The indices denote which image along the path is under consideration. In this way s is the total displacement of all atoms along the path from the initial state at s = 0. Contributions to s will primary be the movement of hydrogen atoms.
Some hydrogen binding energies and reaction energy barriers were checked with the plane wave DFT code VASP (Refs. 41-43) using a kinetic energy cutoff of 400 eV. The calculations were done with k-point sampling and converged with respect to repeated super cell size, leading to the usage of a super cell of 14×14×14 Å 3 for all calculations reported herein. The binding energies were again determined with the same three methods (PBE, PBE0, and EXX) using the PBE-structures but also with the self-consistently relaxed structures for PBE0. Figure 1 shows the five distinct positions in which one hydrogen atom can bind on pyrene-the rest follows by symmetry. These singly hydrogenated pyrene molecules will in the following be referred to as hydrogen monomers. The binding energies of the five monomers calculated in the PBE The potential energy profiles during the formation of the chemical bond between hydrogen and pyrene at the five different positions are shown in Fig. 2 where also the corresponding reaction energy barriers are quoted. Zero along the abscissa is with the incoming hydrogen atom around 4 Å above the chemisorption position. The barrier of 0.06 eV for binding the most stable hydrogen monomer on pyrene is in good agreement with previous results for hydrogen on coronene where the barrier for forming the most stable configuration was also determined to around 0.06 eV. 5 We note that tunneling could contribute to the reaction rate for bonding a hydrogen atom to a PAH. 44 
III. RESULTS

A. Singly hydrogenated pyrene
B. Doubly hydrogenated pyrene
We next consider the situation that the pyrene is doubly hydrogenated. Since our focus is on the excess hydrogen atoms of such compounds, we shall refer to these dihydrogenpyrene species as dimers (of hydrogen bonded to pyrene) and label them according to the positions of the two excess hydrogen atoms. Considering each carbon atom a distinct binding site, one can construct 43 symmetry inequivalent hydrogen dimers on pyrene. This includes both one-and twosided hydrogenation. We performed DFT calculations for all of them-except for two for which it turned out to be impossible to reach convergence-thereby identifying unequivocally the most stable dimer configurations. The nine very most stable ones are depicted in Fig. 3 where also the combined binding energies (and stabilization energies; see Sec. IV) of the two H atoms are reported. The dimers are named by their monomers (A-E) and then a number of primes depending on the orientation of the monomers with respect to each other. Placing the most stable monomer in the lower left corner of the molecule there will be: no primes if the second monomer is in the same part; one prime if the second monomer is in the upper left corner of the molecule; two primes if the second monomer is in the upper right corner of the molecule, and three primes if the second monomer is in the lower right part of the molecule.
The structural relaxation of the carbon skeleton for dimers AB , AA , AA , and AB is similar to that of the monomer edge configurations, i.e., a puckering of up to 0.2 Å. The paradimers (AD and BE ) show a puckering of up to 0.5 Å. The orthodimers (BB , AC, and AD) show the characteristic tilt of the carbon-carbon bond also seen for coronene. 5 Given the nine dimers in Fig. 3 we investigated the potential energy curves for the formation of these dimers by attachment of one hydrogen atom to a pyrene already accommodating one hydrogen atom. With nine dimers, there are 18 possible hydrogen attachment events, but three turn out to be symmetry related leaving 15 distinct potential energy curves that were all calculated. None of the reaction events involved a reaction energy barrier according to these investigations. An example of one such potential energy curve is shown in Fig. 4 for the reaction leading to the formation of the most stable dimer. The incoming hydrogen atom starts out approximately 4.4 Å above the molecular plane.
The potential energy curve in Fig. 4 shows that the dimer formation happens spontaneously. This is further in good agreement with investigations of hydrogen-dimers on the graphite(0001)-surface which suggest barrierless adsorption at certain positions for the second hydrogen (preferential sticking) 17, 25, 29 and co-bonding of hydrogen atoms on the coronene molecule. 
C. Molecular hydrogen formation
There are two conceivable ways to form molecular hydrogen from PAHs or hydrogenated PAHs. Either hydrogen on a PAH is abstracted by an impinging atomic hydrogen atom, or two hydrogen atoms on a PAH become activated and overcome the barrier for recombination and desorption. Adopting the terminology of surface science we shall be referring to the two reaction scenarios as either the ER abstraction pathway or the Langmuir-Hinshelwood recombinative desorption (LH) pathway.
The potential energy profiles for the ER pathway of hydrogen position A and E are shown in Fig. 5(a) . For position A the incoming hydrogen atom starts out around 4 Å above the molecular plane-for position E it is 4.5 Å. These Turning to the LH mechanism dimer BB -the most stable dimer-can be desorbed with a barrier of 4.5 eV. This reaction is shown with blue triangles in Fig. 5(b) . With red squares in the same figure is shown the potential energy profile for the desorption of dimer AD for which the barrier is 1.4 eV. Transferring the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemists (IUPAC) nomenclature for substituents on an aromatic ring to the excess hydrogens on the aromatic rings in pyrene these two dimers may be characterized as ortho-(in BB the H atoms are nearest neighbors in the carbon hexagon) and paradimers (in AD the H atoms are at opposite sites in the carbon hexagon) and they thereby represent two different types of hydrogen dimers. The ordering of these barriers conform well with the work done on graphene where desorption is expected to occur from the paraconfiguration with a barrier of 1.4 eV while the orthodimer is reported to be associated with a large, 2.5 eV, barrier for the direct recombina- tive desorption. 18 The very large barrier of 4.5 eV for the BB dimer should be compared to the barrier for diffusion into the closest related paradimer BE . This diffusion happens via the metadimer, BD , with a barrier of 3.7 eV. From the BE dimer desorption can then happen with a barrier of 1.4 eV thereby lowering the overall barrier for desorption of the BB dimer Fig. 5(b) . The involved configurations are drawn below the figure.
Looking at Fig. 4 it is seen that the addition of hydrogen number two proceeds without a barrier and is associated with an energy gain of 3.68 eV (= 5.18 eV binding of BB minus 1.50 eV binding of B). Consequently, it will cost 3.68 eV to remove one hydrogen from dimer BB . The removed hydrogen could then extract the other hydrogen via an ER abstraction which were shown to proceed almost without a barrier. By chance similar two step H 2 desorption events involving the desorption of one hydrogen atom and an ER step were found for dimer AC with a barrier of 2.9 eV (corresponding to 4.51 eV binding of AC minus 1.61 eV binding of A) and dimer AD with a barrier of 2.5 eV (4.10 eV binding of AD minus 1.61 eV binding of A) instead of the LH mechanism.
The very large barrier for forming H 2 from the BB dimer is accompanied by a positive (i.e., endothermic) reaction energy of 0.64 eV [−4.54−(−5.18) eV], reflecting that the initial state of the BB dimer, i.e., doubly hydrogenated pyrene, is indeed more stable than the final state of pyrene plus molecular hydrogen.
Considering the very large barriers for the LH reaction we are aware that there could possibly exist lower barriers. However, the general picture appears to be that the barriers are exceedingly high for the ortho-type dimers (BB , AC, and AD) but smaller for the paradimers (AD and BE ). Yet, even these barriers appear large in comparison with the minute barriers for the ER reaction.
IV. DISCUSSION AND π-BAND CENTER MODEL
A. Stability of monomers and dimers
As already noted, the strongest binding energies of hydrogen at pyrene are obtained at the edge of the pyrene molecule. The binding of 1.6 eV found in this work using the GGA-PBE functional compares well with the GGA-PW91 calculation of 1.45 eV for the binding of edge-bound hydrogen on the larger PAH coronene as reported by Rauls and Hornekaer. 5 The much weaker binding of 0.6 eV in the interior of the pyrene is in good agreement with the binding energy of 0.64 eV (GGA-PW91) calculated by Ferro et al. 13 and further conforms with the weaker 0.7 eV binding (GGA-PW91) at the interior of coronene 5 and with the 0.8 eV (GGA-PW91) binding reported by Sljivancanin et al. 25 for hydrogen binding at the basal plane of graphene.
The six most stable hydrogen dimers have in common that they are all edge configurations. That is, none of them contain a hydrogen atom bound in the interior (sites D and E). The seventh and eighth most stable dimers (AD and AD in Fig. 3 ) contain hydrogen atoms bound in site D near the interior and the ninth dimer (BE ) is the first to have a hydrogen atom bound on the interior site E. The most stable hydrogen dimer for which both hydrogens are at interior sites (not shown) interestingly have the two hydrogen atoms on opposite sites, as has also been reported to be energetically preferred for the hydrogen dimer on graphene. 46 Looking at Fig. 3 it can be seen that dimers where the two hydrogen atoms are bound to the same carbon hexagon have a large degree of reconstruction of the carbon skeleton. For the orthodimers (BB , AC, and AD) this is the characteristic twist of the carbon-carbon bond out of the molecular plane. For the paradimers (AD and BE ) the carbon atoms only puckers out of the molecular plane. The puckering is even more pronounced for the monomers where monomers E and D (Fig. 1) are less stable and have a larger reconstruction.
In order to discuss further the interaction between the extra H atoms binding to pyrene, we have evaluated the stabilization energies defined as
The stabilization energy, E stab , measures the deviation of the potential energy, E dim (XY ), of dimer XY from the sum of the potential energies, E mon , of the two monomers X and Y that the dimer is comprised of. The stabilization energies are given in parentheses in Fig. 3 . They are seen to be rather dependent on the distance between the extra hydrogen atoms on the pyrene. The dimers can be divided into three groups: ortho-, para-, and extended dimers. For the ortho-and paradimers both excess hydrogen atoms are situated on the same carbon hexagon and the distance between them is therefore small as compared to the extended dimers where the hydrogen atoms are situated on different carbon hexagons. The extended dimers have stabilization energies around 1 eV (1-1.2 eV). When moving the excess hydrogen atoms onto the same carbon hexagon the stabilization energies increase with approximately 0.5 eV to the paradimers (1.4-1.7 eV) and another 0.5 eV to the orthodimers (1.8-2.3 eV). Comparing to GGA-PW91 calculations for hydrogen dimers on graphite, where stabilization energies of only 1.1-1.2 eV are found for short hydrogen dimers, 25 we conclude that edge effects are contributing significantly to the H-H interaction on pyrene.
B. Tight-binding π-band center model
The site preference for the binding of hydrogen on pyrene calculated above in full DFT calculations turns out to be largely predictable at a much lower level of theory. Realizing this starts by noticing that the HOMOs of the pyrene are comprised of the π -system of interacting 2 p z -orbitals perpendicular to the molecular plane. Once a hydrogen atom binds to a specific carbon atom, a simple assumption would be that the 2 p z -orbital at that site no longer contributes to any π -orbital of the pyrene, but rather becomes part of a C-H bond. The electronic states at the C site are likely undergoing rehybridization from sp 2 to sp 3 to a large degree, but that is not important for our model.
The purpose of the model is now to predict the site preference for hydrogen binding on pyrene. Assuming that the energy gain of forming the carbon-2 p z -hydrogen-1s bond is independent of the site, any site preference must result from the transition of the π -system from being N membered to being N − 1 membered. In order to evaluate the energy associated with this transition, we resort to a tight-binding framework in which the potential energy of the π -system can be expressed in terms of a sum over eigen energies, e.g.,
where n runs over all molecular orbitals, f n , ε n , and ψ n are fillings factors, eigen energies, and molecular orbitals of the nth molecular orbital of the π -system, respectively, and p J z is the 2 p z -orbital on the J th C-site.
In this model, a simple expression for the stability of the N -membered π -system compared to that of the N − 1-membered π -system lacking a 2 p z -orbital at site I can be written
where superscript N refers to the entire π -system with the 2 p z -orbital present at site I , and superscript N − 1 : I refers to the π -system lacking the 2 p z -orbital at site I . The approximation leading to expression (4) enables the formulation of E N π (I ) only in terms of the electronic structure prior to the removal of the I th orbital.
The final term, ε I π , in Eq. (4) can be interpreted as the energetic mean of the occupied density of states (DOS) projected onto the I th site, i.e., the filled π -band center at site I . This is illustrated in Fig. 6 , where densities of states from a tight-binding description of pyrene are shown. The model used is a simple one-parameter tight-binding type Hückel model assuming no overlap between the 2 p z -basis functions and only nearest neighbor interactions. The on-site interaction (the diagonal elements in the Hamiltonian matrix) is used as energy offset and therefore set to zero. This will make energies of occupied orbitals negative.
In the figure, the left panel shows the total DOS with discrete states being broadened into Gaussians while the middle and right panels depict the densities of states that have been projected (PDOS) on to sites A and D, respectively. The solid horizontal lines show the position of the π -band center and the dashed lines show the lowest and highest occupied π -states, respectively. It is evident that the latter, the HOMO of the π -system, is primarily dominant on site A (raising the . The right panels show as examples the π -orbitals for n = 8 (upper) and n = 1 (lower). The contributions to the PDOS for site A and D are emphasized by the red and blue squares, respectively. It can be seen how a large weight (n = 8 red or n = 1 blue) will yield a correspondingly large peak in the PDOS whereas a small weight (n = 8 blue or n = 1 red) will give rise to a small peak. Effectively, this will give a higher π -band center for position A (red) than for position D (blue). The very stable n = 1 orbital collects a big contribution from site D. Because of this it is costly to remove from the π -system the 2 p z -orbital at this site and therefore less favorable to bond hydrogen at this site as compared with site A. Energies are in units of the absolute value of the tight-binding hopping integral.
π -band center) whereas the former is mostly dominant on site D (lowering the π -band center).
The correlation between DFT based monomer binding energies and the Hückel based π -band center, ε I π , is shown in Fig. 7(a) . The three most stable binding sites are identified in the right order.
To test the predictive power of the π -band center further, the two most stable monomers are considered and the π -band centers for the formation of dimers from these monomers are determined. The correlation between the DFT based binding energy of the second hydrogen atom and the π -band center is shown in Figs. 7(c) and 7(d). One dimer is not shown since the corresponding DFT calculation did not converge. It is, however, expected to be among the least stable dimers and therefore of little importance.
Generally, the calculated binding energies correlate very well with the π -band center. The most stable dimer created from monomer A and B can be unambiguously anticipated from ε π and the model gives a good estimate for the next most stable configurations.
Some of the deviations from perfect binding energy/ε π -correlation can be rationalized. Focusing on Fig. 7(c) , the blue points (squares) and the cyan point (left triangle) are found more stable by DFT than predicted by the π -band center. Together with the most stable dimer (red circle) they all have an odd number of bonds between the bonding sites (using the formulation of sublattices from graphene the two hydrogen atoms bond to carbons atoms from different sublattices).
Making a dimer can be considered as two consecutive bindings of a hydrogen atom. For each step in the procedure the π -band center can be determined for the binding site. The sum of the π -band centers from the two steps in the creation of a dimer we term the accumulated π -band center. In Fig. 8 a strong correlation between the DFT based binding energies and the accumulated π -band center is seen. This means that the accumulated π -band center can be viewed as a measure of the overall stability of a dimer. This will enable comparison between dimers that have no monomers in common-which, for instance, is the case for the two most stable dimers (cf. Fig. 3 ).
For the accumulated π -band center to be reliable it must to a high extent commute. That is, the accumulated π -band center for dimer XY should approximately be the same as for dimer YX. The error bars in Fig. 8 measure the deviation from commutativity. Points along the horizontal axis are mean values. Generally there is a very good correlation-the two most stable dimers are unambiguously determined in the right order.
To further substantiate the π -band model it has been tested for the bonding of one hydrogen atom on the coronene molecule. In Fig. 7(b) the correlation between the π -band center and the binding energy is shown and it confirms the picture.
There are several ways to improve this model. Either one can improve on the approximations used in the tight-binding scheme leading to Eq. (4) or the used methodology can be improved. For example, the π -band center can be evaluated within DFT. Another example would be to calculate Eq. (3) within the Hückel model, but this improvement would include information from the final system thus diminishing the 
C. Further hydrogenation
In order to analyze whether molecular hydrogen will form or stay bonded on pyrene the thermodynamics of a pyrene molecule in thermal equilibrium with a molecular hydrogen gas has been investigated. In Fig. 10 is shown the free energy for the reaction between pyrene and N × Generally-apart from the full hydrogenation-the bonding of two (dimer BB ) and four (tetramer BB B B ) hydrogens are preferred. When these hydrogens are bonded they will not leave-partly due to the endothermicity of the reaction and partly due to a huge kinetic barrier for desorption.
V. HYBRID DFT AND EXACT EXCHANGE
In order to quantify to what extent the calculated results are dependent on the methodology chosen, we repeated selected calculations using either PBE0 or exact exchange. The results for the binding of a hydrogen atom to pyrene with these other methods are given in Table I , while results for the binding of the second hydrogen are reported in Table II. In  Table I the binding energies are given as evaluated in two different computational codes, the GPAW and VASP, and some VASP results are further given including structural relaxation within the PBE0 method. It is seen that the GPAW and VASP codes give very similar results, thereby validating the more recent PBE0 implementation in the GPAW code. 33, 34, 47 It is further seen that whether PBE or PBE0 is used when performing the structural relaxation appears to be of minor importance.
Comparing across the tables for each configuration and one given computer code, it is seen that the PBE0 hybrid functional gives results quantitatively comparable with PBE with no significant exceptions. The EXX Hartree-Fock methodology on the other hand leads to evaluation of much stronger binding energies (compared to PBE and PBE0) and reverses the order of monomer D and E.
Comparing in Table II the binding energies of the nine dimer configurations with the three methods PBE, PBE0, and EXX it is seen that the PBE and PBE0 give quantitatively comparable results in all but one case, while the EXX leads to much smaller binding energies as compared to PBE and PBE0. This is also reflected in the stabilization of the hydrogen dimers compared to the monomer binding energies where again the PBE and PBE0 give results that correspond very closely to one another whereas the EXX surprisingly gives negative stabilization energies. Table III presents the calculated barriers for the bonding of a hydrogen atom to pyrene in the five different positions. The barriers have been calculated both within PBE and PBE0. Calculations with the PBE0 functional show an increase in the barrier for the most and the least stable monomer with about 0.08 eV. For the most stable monomer this is more than a doubling of the barrier (from 0.06 to 0.15 eV). No attempt was made at determining barriers within the EXX method. It has been shown elsewhere that the inclusion of exact exchange improves the reaction barriers for hydrogen transfer reactions. 32 Generally, PBE and PBE0 give comparable resultsqualitatively and quantitatively and there is therefore no reason for investigating the inclusion of exact exchange further for these systems. 
VI. CONCLUSION
The reactivity of pyrene with respect to hydrogen has been thoroughly established with density functional theory. Furthermore, a model has been presented that can predict the most stable structures of hydrogen on polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. The model originates in a very simple oneparameter tight-binding framework making predictions from the model essentially free in terms of computational time. This makes the model very attractive as a screening method pointing out structures to be investigated with density functional theory. The model emphasizes the center of the π -band as an important electronic factor determining the reactivity of these species.
